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Deals are a moving target. A constantly shifting mix of people, numbers,  

and timing. We’re here to simplify this process for you. Our experts are 

dedicated to tracking down and flushing out the values you need, even on  

the most complex deals. So when the time comes to take your shot with  

Great American, you’re always—right on the money.
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Furniture, home furnishings, and home improvement sales 

are closely tied to the strength of the housing market, as 

these purchases often coincide with new home purchases 

and remodeling activity. A strong job market and increased 

consumer income drove the housing market to healthier 

levels than it had seen since the recession in the past few 

years. However, that momentum seems to be slowing. While 

the demand for homes is still strong, a shortage of available 

listings has continued to be an issue, creating an ideal sellers’ 

market. This past April, U.S. home sales fell, as potential 

buyers faced a lack of available homes for sale. Homes are 

staying on the market for a shorter time, and being snatched 

up by buyers quickly after being listed. The average price for a 

home is increasing, as are mortgage rates. Despite continued 

wage increases and consumer confidence, the rising prices 

of purchasing a home favors those able to pay in cash and 

deters first time buyers.  

According to data from the U.S. Census, single-family 

housing starts have been increasing over the past few years. 

The growth in housing starts eventually leads to completed 

houses, which will need an array of newly purchased furniture 

and appliances to be fully functional.  

Overview

The home furnishings and home improvement sectors continue to 
experience strong sales, but have seen slight downturns recently from 
unseasonably cold weather and a shortage of available homes for sale. 
The shortage has helped, not hindered, the remodeling market. 

FIGURE 1. Single family housing starts in the U.S. (in 000s) - April 2008 through April 2018 (Source: US Census).
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Overview

As mentioned, the increase in demand for homes, combined 

with the very low numbers of homes on the market, has 

resulted in increasing home prices in many parts of the 

country. Pricing varies throughout the different areas of 

the country; however, according to data from the Federal 

Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”), during the first quarter of 

2018, home prices rose 1.7% from the previous quarter and 

increased in all 50 states, as well as in Washington D.C. 

In total, the FHFA reports that housing prices were up 6.9% in 

the quarter compared to the prior year, following similar levels 

of year-over-year increases in the prior five quarters. The area 

experiencing the largest increases was Las Vegas, Nevada, 

and the lowest increases were found in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 

according to the FHFA. 

2

California recently approved a change that may impact 

housing costs in the future, when it mandated that solar 

panels must be included on any new home construction.

According to CNBC, the action, taken by the California Energy 

Commission, is expected to add an average of $9,500 to the 

cost of building a new home. The change will take effect in 

2020, and critics say it may create more trouble in the state’s 

fraught affordable housing market. It is not yet clear whether  

the change will be enacted in other states in the future.

Furniture retailers have been trying to capitalize on the strong 

housing market. According to data from industry research 

firm IBISWorld, Inc. (“IBISWorld”), revenue for furniture 

stores grew at a pace of 3.3% annually from 2013 through 

2018, generating revenue of $6.6 billion in 2017. Revenue is 

expected to increase at a rate of 0.4% over the next five years 

to 2023. Furniture sales have been bolstered by increasing 

consumer confidence and growing levels of discretionary 

income, factors that positively impact big-ticket purchases. 

Spending on smaller home furnishings has also been relatively 

steady, as often consumers have been willing to spend on new 

accent items to change or improve the look and feel of their 

homes, without spending on more extravagant remodels. 

However, not all retailers have performed well, as the industry 

is filled with competition. Not only do retailers compete 

with other companies that specialize in furniture and home 

furnishings, but they also compete with off-price retailers such 

as TJX’s HomeGoods and HomeSense concepts, as well as 

with mass merchants, department stores, and online players. 

Companies such as Wayfair and Overstock.com are able to 

offer consumers a nearly endless selection, lower prices, and 

the ability to shop from virtually anywhere. 

Percentage change in housing prices, year-over-year,  
by quarter - 2008 through 2018 (FHFA)
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Overview

Companies that sell predominantly furniture and home 

furnishings have not been the only players looking to capitalize 

on the strong housing market and remodeling activity. 

Several home improvement retailers have experienced positive 

results in recent quarters, as consumers seem increasingly 

willing to invest in their homes and take part in projects. The 

following table illustrates the year-over-year change in sales 

for the furniture and home furnishings, and building materials/

garden equipment sectors (U.S. Census): 

According to IBISWorld, the home improvement stores 

industry generated upwards of $82.5 billion in revenue in 

2017, and has experienced an annual growth rate averaging 

5.2% for the five years to 2017, with growth of 1.7% projected 

for the next five years. This industry provides products 

such as lumber and other building and structural materials, 

hardware, tools, plumbing and electrical supplies, appliances, 

kitchen goods, housewares, and lawn and garden supplies.

Benefiting both the furniture industry and the home 

improvement sector has been strong remodeling activity; 

however, there has been some softening recently.

The National Association of Home Builders’ (“NAHB”) 

Remodeling Market Index (“RMI”) posted a reading of 57 in 

the first quarter of 2018, down from 60 in the prior quarter. 

The RMI continues to indicate that there is confidence 

amongst remodelers regarding the state of the market, as 

a reading above 50 means that more industry participants 

believe that market activity has improved over the prior quarter.

January February March April

Furniture and Home 
Furnishings Sales

6.6% 2.9% 4.1% 5.8%

Building Materials, 
Garden Equipment 

6.0% 5.1% 3.8% 5.6%

According to Joanne Theunissen, NAHB Remodelers Chair, 

“higher prices for labor and materials like lumber continue to 

cause delays in project starts and higher overall project costs.”  

In 2017, the U.S. administration under President Donald 

Trump moved forward with tariffs on Canadian lumber, as well 

as steel and aluminum, which has increased material costs.It 

was further noted that some of the RMI decrease may be due 

to unusually cold weather during the start of 2018, but overall 

the index is expected to grow throughout the year.

With the shortage of homes available in the market, 

consumers are trending toward renovating homes and 

continuing to live in them, as opposed to renovating with 

the intention to sell. Renovation-centric media, such as 

programming on HGTV, has also impacted the surge in 

renovations, as consumers gain inspiration and advice from 

the variety of shows.

3 Remodeling Market Index by quarter, 2008 through 
2018 (NAHB)
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Furniture and Home Furnishings

Three Month NOLVs Mixed

Sales Trends Mixed

Gross Margin Mixed

Discounting Mixed

Trend Tracker

KEY INDUSTRY DRIVERS

• Direct fulfillment: One of the most prominent changes to 

the furniture and home furnishings industry of late has 

been the switch to direct fulfillment. Instead of retailers 

storing inventory in their own warehouses and shipping 

to customers once items are ordered, retailers have been 

offering a broader assortment of product online, which 

then ships directly from vendors to customers when an 

order is placed.   

 

This change allows retailers to keep less inventory 

on hand in distribution centers and in stores, but still 

advertise numerous SKUs on their own websites, as well 

as third-party websites.  

 

Direct fulfillment is symbiotic for vendors and stores, as 

the onus for servicing the end customer is placed back 

on suppliers, who also gain exposure from the process. 

On the other hand, having the same inventory available in 

so many places increases competition, as some vendors 

have their own websites from which products can be 

purchased. Customers could choose to bypass the 

retailers entirely and purchase straight from the vendor.

• Competition: Traditional furniture and home furnishings 

stores continue to see competition from online and  

off-price retailers. Websites such as Wayfair and 

Overstock have maintained their home furnishings 

options, providing everything from decorative items to 

chairs, tables, and sofas. Amazon has also stepped up its 

home furnishings offerings, providing basic home goods 

via the AmazonBasics brand, which also offers electronics 

and other items. Retailers such as Ethan Allen and RH 

are also selling items through Amazon in hopes that 

consumers will be encouraged to visits the companies’ 

own websites or go into stores. 

Most 
Recent 
Quarter

Prior 
Quarter

Two 
Quarters 

Ago

Three 
Quarters 

Ago

Bed, Bath & Beyond (0.6%) (0.3%) (2.6%) (2.0%)

Pier 1 Imports (7.5%) (0.7%) 1.8% (0.2%)

Williams Sonoma 5.5% 5.4% 3.3% 2.8%

Kirkland’s 2.0% (0.6%) 1.2% (3.8%)

La-Z-Boy 2.6% 1.9% 0.7% 2.4%

RH 2.0% 6.0% 7.0% 9.0%

HomeGoods 3.0% 5.0% 6.0% 5.0%

*Note(s): The most recent quarter reported for Bed, Bath & Beyond and Pier 1 Imports 

ended March 3, 2018; Williams Sonoma ended April 29, 2018; Kirkland’s and RH ended 

February 3, 2018; HomeGoods ended May 5, 2018; La-Z-Boy ended January 27, 2018. 

COMPARABLE STORE SALES TRENDS
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As the items sold through Amazon are quick ship and 

generally basic, customers seeking additional colors, 

styles, or customization are driven to stores or the 

companies’ online platform to see all available options. 

While online shopping offers convenience and often 

quick shipping directly to the home, there are some 

disadvantages. For example, buying furniture from online-

only sites generally does not include inhouse setup or 

financing options. Some companies do offer advantages 

such as a flat shipping cost for items. 

 

Off-price retailers have also continued to grow and 

expand, greatly increasing competition for traditional 

home furnishing stores. In 2017, TJX began opening 

HomeSense locations in the U.S., in addition to its 

HomeGoods stores. HomeSense offers furniture, 

decorative items, lighting, and rugs, among other items. 

It specializes in larger home items, which differentiates it 

from HomeGoods. 

In recent years, the industry has also seen competition    

from big box stores such as Target and Walmart 

increasing their furniture and home furnishings options. 

Target, in particular, sells products from designers such 

as Nate Berkus, and also the Magnolia Home collection 

designed by HGTV stars Chip and Joanna Gaines.    

• Millennial shopping habits: As millennials continue to be 

a large shopping demographic for furniture and home 

items, companies and retailers catering to the shopping 

habits of this group are growing. In contrast with previous 

generations, millennials tend to spend their money on 

experiences and are more likely to spend a number of 

years living in an apartment than buying a house as 

early as their predecessors. The shortage of homes in 

the housing market has also made it more difficult for 

first-time buyers to make purchases, exacerbating this 

trend. When shopping for pieces, millennials tend to look 

for individual furniture pieces that coordinate and are 

designed to be used in apartments, as opposed to large 

sets for homes. Financial limitations may also prevent the 

white-glove delivery of full furniture pieces, so items that 

can be easily delivered and assembled are on the rise.

Ready to assemble (“RTA”) furniture is sent in a box that 

comes unassembled, making it smaller in packaging 

size and easy to ship. While this kind of furniture can 

include chairs, couches, tables, or desks, among others, 

mattresses too have joined the ranks of home essentials 

that can be delivered in a box. Companies such as 

Casper and Purple are gaining popularity, and send high 

quality mattresses directly to the doors of consumers. 

The mattresses, once unpacked, expand into a normal 

size. These companies now offer incentives such as 

free pillows and sheets with the purchase of a mattress 

in order to further entice buyers and create a one-stop 

bedding shop.  

• Material price increases: As mentioned, recent tariffs 

have been implemented on Canadian lumber. For 

furniture manufacturers, these tariffs have increased 

costs for raw materials like lumber and poly. Though the 

cost of manufacturing and sourcing has increased, these 

changes have not yet become a real issue for companies, 

as price increases have been passed on to the customer. 

Along with material cost increases, freight prices have 

also increased. New technology has limited the working 

hours of truckers, making it more costly to ship products, 

as only certain hours are available. 

Furniture and Home Furnishings
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Home Improvement Retailers

NOLVs Increasing

Sales Trends Increasing

Gross Margin Increasing

Discounting Decreasing

Trend Tracker

KEY INDUSTRY DRIVERS

• Retailer trends: The home improvement industry consists 

of several key players, two of the most prominent being 

Home Depot and Lowe’s. Both retailers have seen 

consistent comparable stores sales increases in the past 

several quarters, driven by an uptick in do-it-yourself 

(“DIY”) products and strength in the housing market.

Though sales have been strong, the most recent quarter 

for both stores saw lower gains than expected. Home 

Depot’s performance was attributed to unseasonably 

cold spring temperatures in some parts of the country, 

which caused a decrease in the usual sales of items 

such as patio furniture and lawn mowers. While Lowe’s 

management noted strong sales of indoor products, the 

company also struggled with the prolonged cold weather 

and saw decreased sales of outdoor items. Both retailers 

anticipate sales to benefit from the onset of warmer 

weather and a favorable housing market.

Lowe’s also recently announced that it would hire a new 

Chief Executive Officer, Marvin Ellison. Ellison had worked 

for J.C. Penney and also for Home Depot. 

• E-commerce: According to The NPD Group (“NPD”), 

online sales of home improvement products increased 

34% in 2017 to reach almost $20 billion. Categories of 

basic products such as air filters, blinds, and hardware 

experienced the highest levels of growth. E-commerce 

allows for consumer ease while shopping for staple home 

improvement items, especially for contractors. Lowe’s 

and Home Depot have been increasing their e-commerce 

capabilities to allow for consumers to order online and 

then pick up their orders in stores, speeding up the 

process of stocking up on needed items.

Most 
Recent 
Quarter

Prior 
Quarter

Two 
Quarters 

Ago

Three 
Quarters 

Ago

Home Depot 3.9% 7.2% 7.7% 6.6%

Lowe’s 0.5% 3.7% 5.1% 4.6%

Lumber Liquidators 2.9% 4.5% 3.8% 8.8%

Tile Shop Holdings (6.8%) (4.9%) 1.1% 0.5%

*Note(s): The most recent quarter reported for Home Depot ended April 29, 2018; Lowes 

ended May 4, 2018. Represents U.S. sales only for both companies. The most recent 

quarter for Lumber Liquidators and Tile Shop Holdings ended March 31, 2018.

COMPARABLE STORE SALES TRENDS
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• Appliances: According to information from the NPD,  

appliance sales have been strong in recent years, 

particularly in the online channel. NPD reported a 33% 

year-over-year increase in online purchases of major 

home appliances in 2017. Though online sales have 

increased, customers often prefer to shop for appliances 

in person. Shopping in stores allows customers to observe 

different models available.

In the past year, retailers such as Sears, formerly a 

primary player in the appliance stores industry, have 

faced increased competition and store closures. Some 

consumer electronics retailers such as Best Buy also sell 

major home appliances, and online sales have increased, 

as mentioned. Sears has closed hundreds of stores 

under both the Sears and K-Mart banners, most recently 

announcing in April that it would close an additional 40 

stores in the U.S. The company closed all of its locations 

in Canada by early 2018. J.C. Penney is also entering the 

appliance market, putting it in direct competition with 

Sears. The company is currently rolling home appliances 

out to stores.

Home Improvement Retailers
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GA’s Home Furnishings and Home Improvement Monitor 

highlights key industry drivers within the furniture, home 

furnishings, and home improvement sectors and their 

relation to GA’s valuation process. GA strives to contextualize 

important indicators to provide an in-depth perspective of the 

market. Any comparable store sales illustrated in this monitor 

reflect figures as they have been reported by public retailers. 

The methodology for calculating comparable store sales may 

vary by company. GA welcomes the opportunity to make our 

expertise available. Should you need any further information 

or wish to discuss recovery ranges for a particular segment, 

feel free to contact your GA Business Development Officer. 

The information contained herein is based on a composite 

of GA’s industry expertise, contact with industry personnel, 

liquidation and appraisal experience, and data compiled from 

a variety of well-respected sources believed to be reliable. 

GA does not make any representation or warranty, expressed 

or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information contained in this issue. Neither GA nor any of its 

representatives shall be liable for use of any of the information 

in this issue or any errors therein or omissions therefrom. 

GA is one of the largest liquidators of retail inventory and 

has been involved in a variety of liquidations, ranging 

from the disposition of excess inventory and the closing of 

underperforming stores, to full-scale liquidations of national 

retailers with hundreds of stores. GA has experience with full 

and partial liquidations of companies throughout a variety of 

retail sectors, including the furniture and home furnishings 

industry. Examples include Pierre Deux, Finegood Holdings, 

Inc. d/b/a Good Companies, Galleria USA, Homelife Furniture, 

Linens ‘N Things, and O’Sullivan Industries, Inc.  GA has 

also been involved with liquidations of home improvement 

companies, such as Quality Farm and Tractor Supply.

These experiences provide GA with valuable insight into 

the market trends and the consumer response that can be 

expected in a liquidation. They give us an understanding as to 

recovery values that can be achieved for retailers. 

GA has also worked with and appraised numerous retailers. 

While our clients remain confidential, GA’s extensive list of 

appraisal experience includes:

• Major national retailers of furniture and home furnishings. 

• Regional retail chains that specialize in both luxury and 

high end furniture and home furnishings. 

• Home improvement retailers, including those that 

specialize in home and garden equipment.

• Vertically integrated manufacturers and distributors of 

home and office furniture, including some of the most 

well-known names in the industry with sales in excess of 

half a billion dollars. 

In addition to our internal personnel, GA maintains contacts 

within the retail industry that we utilize for insight and 

perspective on recovery values. 

Monitor Information

Experience
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Great American Group is a leading provider of asset 

disposition solutions and valuation and appraisal services to 

a wide range of retail, wholesale, and industrial clients, as 

well as lenders, capital providers, private equity investors, 

and professional services firms. For more information,  

please visit www.greatamerican.com.

Great American Group, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of B. 

Riley Financial, Inc. (NASDAQ: RILY). Through its subsidiaries, 

B. Riley Financial provides collaborative financial services and 

solutions to the capital raising and financial advisory needs of 

public and private companies and high net worth individuals. 

The company operates through several wholly-owned 

subsidiaries including Great American Group, LLC; B. Riley 

FBR, Inc., a full-service investment bank; 

Wunderlich Securities, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor 

providing wealth management services to individuals and 

families, corporations and non-profit organizations; B. Riley 

Capital Management, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment 

Advisor (which includes B. Riley Asset Management, a 

provider of investment products to institutional and high 

net worth investors; B. Riley Wealth Management, a multi-

family office practice and wealth management firm focused 

on the needs of ultrahigh net worth individuals and families; 

and Great American Capital Partners, a provider of senior 

secured loans and second lien secured loan facilities); and 

B. Riley Principal Investments, LLC, a group that makes 

proprietary investments in other businesses, such as the 

acquisition of United Online, Inc. 

B. Riley Financial, Inc. is headquartered in Los Angeles with

offices in major financial markets throughout the United

States, Europe, and Australia. For more information on  

B. Riley Financial, Inc., please visit www.brileyfin.com. 
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